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ABSTRACT

Generic programming has been extensively used in object-oriented

programs such as Java. However, existing context-sensitive pointer

analyses perform poorly in analyzing generics. This paper intro-

duces generic sensitivity, a new context customization scheme tar-

geting generics. We design our context customization scheme in

such a way that generic instantiation sites, i.e., locations instan-

tiating generic classes/methods with concrete types, are always

preserved as key context elements. This is realized by augment-

ing contexts with a type variable lookup map, which is efficiently

updated during the analysis in a context-sensitive manner.

We have implemented different variants of generic-sensitive

analysis inWala and experimental results show that the generic

customization scheme can significantly improve performance and

precision of context-sensitive pointer analyses. For instance, generic

context customization significantly improves precision of 1-object-

sensitive analysis, with an average speedup of 1.8×. In addition,

generic context customization enables a 1-object-sensitive analysis

to achieve overall better precision than a 2-object-sensitive analysis,

with an averagely speed up of 12.6 × (62 × for chart).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pointer analysis statically computes the possible run time values

(abstract memory locations) of pointer variables in a program, and

it provides a foundation for a variety of applications, such as bug

detection [10, 29, 34], compiler optimization [46], security analy-

sis [3, 12, 13, 15], etc. The effectiveness and precision of those client

applications directly depend on the precision of the underlying

pointer analysis results.

There is a rich literature optimizing the efficiency and precision

of pointer analysis [17, 30, 42, 45, 55], and one of the keymechanism

to improve precision is context-sensitivity [31, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43].

Context-sensitive pointer analyses differ values of a pointer vari-

able under different calling contexts, effectively reducing spurious

results introduced by infeasible inter-procedural control flow paths

and drastically improving precision. In general, a context is repre-

sented by a sequence of k context elements, where context elements

can be call-sites (k-call-site-sensitivity), allocation sites of receiver

objects (k-object-sensitivity), or types of receiver objects (k-type-

sensitivity). For object-oriented programs, object-sensitivity is be-

lieved to be better than call-site-sensitivity in achieving precision

and efficiency [37, 38], and type-sensitivity is regarded as a more

efficient, but less precise alternative to object-sensitivity [43].
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Under k-limiting, the most recent k context-elements are picked

to represent a context. For instance, k-object-sensitive pointer anal-

ysis analyzes a method𝑚 with its context [𝑂𝑘 , ...,𝑂1], where 𝑂1 is

a receiver object of𝑚 and 𝑂𝑖+1 is an allocator of 𝑂𝑖 , i.e., a receiver

object of a method allocating 𝑂𝑖 . In practice, k is often limited to 1

or 2 in analyzing large real-world applications [23, 33].

This paper, for the first time, proposes a new context customiza-

tion scheme for generics. Generic programming allows to write

generic algorithms for different data representations using type

variables, and has been widely adopted and used in modern pro-

gramming languages including C++, Java, C#, etc. For instance,

the previous study [8] over a large corpus of open-source projects

demonstrated that generics, since its introduction to Java in 2004,

is one of the most frequently used features in Java. With generics,

we can define classes or methods with type variables as parame-

ters, and later instantiate those classes or methods by giving them

specific actual types.

Our context customization scheme for generics is based on the

observation that generic instantiation sites, i.e., locations instantiat-

ing generic with concrete types, are key context elements. However,

those key context elements are not preserved in existing context-

sensitive analyses, often leading to poor performance and precision.

Hence, we propose generic sensitivity: instead of always picking the

most recent context elements, we keep generic instantiation sites

as part of context and propagate such information within generic

classes and generic methods. This may sound trivial but can be

challenging, since type variables are propagated across generic

classes (e,g., generic classes/objects defined within generic classes)

or generic methods (by calling other generic methods). In our ap-

proach, this challenge is addressed by augmenting contexts with

generic instantiation information, which is efficiently updated dur-

ing the analysis in a context-sensitive manner.

We have implemented our approach in WALA [18] and evalu-

ated it against a set of 18 real-world applications, including the

Dacapo benchmark suite [5] and another 7 popular open-source

applications. Experimental results show that our context customiza-

tion scheme can significantly improve performance and precision

of context-sensitive pointer analyses. For instance, generic sen-

sitivity significantly improves the precision of 1-object-sensitive

analysis, with noticeable performance improvements. In addition,

generic context customization enables a 1-object-sensitive analysis

to achieve overall better precision than a 2-object-sensitive analysis,

with an average speedup of 12.6 × (up to 62 × for chart).

To summarize, the paper makes the following contributions:

• We present generics sensitivity, a new context customization

scheme targeting generics. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first attempt to optimize context-sensitive pointer

analysis for generics.

• We demonstrate how to apply our context customization

scheme to two mainstream context-sensitive variants: k-

object-sensitivity and k-type-sensitivity.

• We have implemented different variants of generics sensitive

pointer analysis inWala [18] and evaluated our implemen-

tations against a large set of 18 popular real-world applica-

tions, including the Dacapo benchmark suite and 7 popular

open-source applications. Experimental results show that

our generic customization scheme can significantly improve

performance and precision of context-sensitive pointer anal-

yses. For instance, generic context customization enables a

1-object-sensitive to achieve overall better precision than a

2-object-sensitive analysis, with a significant speedup: 12.6

× on average and up to 62 × for chart.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates

our approach with an example and highlights its key challenges.

Section 3 formally describes generic sensitivity and demonstrates

how it can be adapted to object-sensitivity and type-sensitivity. We

evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of generic sensitivity in

Section 4. Section 5 reviews related work and Section 6 concludes

this paper.

2 MOTIVATION

We first give a brief introduction on context-sensitive pointer anal-

ysis (Section 2.1). Then we illustrate the limitations of existing

context-sensitive pointer analysis in analyzing generics with an ex-

ample (Section 2.2). Finally, we motivate our context customization

scheme and discuss its main challenges (Section 2.3).

2.1 Context Sensitivity

Pointer analysis computes the points-to sets of program variables,

i.e., set of abstract locations that can be pointed to by a variable 𝑣

(denoted as 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑣)). Typically, abstract locations are represented as

allocation sites (instructions allocating objects, e.g., new in Java), de-

noting all dynamic object instancess allocated by the instruction at

run time. In context-sensitive analysis, both variable 𝑣 and abstract

location 𝑜 are qualified with a context, effectively distinguishing

their different dynamic instances. Hence, instead of computing

whether 𝑜 ∈ 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑣) as in context-insensitive analysis, context-

sensitive analysis computes the relation (𝑐𝑜 , 𝑜) ∈ 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑐𝑣, 𝑣), where

𝑐𝑜 and 𝑐𝑣 are the context for abstract location 𝑜 and variable 𝑣 ,

respectively.

Call-site sensitivity, object sensitivity, and type sensitivity are

three main variants of context sensitivity, where call-sites, allo-

cation sites of receiver objects, and types of receiver objects are

considered as context elements, respectively. To ensure termination,

k-limiting is applied to bound the number of context elements to k.

In practice, k is often set to less than 2 for scalability.

Among the above three variants, object sensitivity and type

sensitivity (as a cheaper alternative) are considered to be more

suitable in analyzing object-oriented programs. In particular, object

sensitivity is more precise and efficient than call-site sensitivity

and is considered as the most precise context-sensitivity variant for

Java [6, 27]. In k-object-sensitivity, an object 𝑜0 is cloned multiple

times, each with a different context of length 𝑘−1, referred to as the

heap context. A heap context is in the form of [𝑜𝑘−1, ..., 𝑜1], where

𝑜𝑖 (1 < 𝑖 <= 𝑘 − 1) is an allocator of 𝑜𝑖−1, i.e., 𝑜𝑖−1 is allocated in a

method with 𝑜𝑖 being a receiver object. Thus, method 𝑜0 .𝑚 (with 𝑜0
be a receiver object) will be analyzed context-sensitively multiple

times: for each distinct heap context 𝑐𝑜 , the method is analyzed once

under the method context [𝑐𝑜 , 𝑜0]. In type sensitivity, contexts are

constructed in the same fashion, except that the context element 𝑜𝑖
(in object-sensitivity) is replaced with its type. As a result, multiple

object-sensitive contexts will be merged and analyzed together in

type-sensitive analysis, yielding imprecise results.
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1 public static void main(String [] args) {

2 HashMap <String , A> map1 = new HashMap <>();//O1

3 map1.put("A", new A());//O𝐴

4 Object v1 = map1.get("A");

5 A a = (A) v1;//cast may fail?

6

7 HashMap <String , B> map2 = new HashMap <>();//O2

8 map2.put("B", new B());//O𝐵

9 Object v2 = map2.get("B");

10 B b = (B) v2;//cast may fail?

11 }

12

13 class HashMap <K,V> ... {

14

15 Node <K,V>[] table = new Node [16]; //O3

16 public void put(K k, V v, ...) {

17 Node <K,V> n = new Node <>(k, v, ...);//O4

18 table[hash(k)] = n;

19 }

20 public final V get(K k) {

21 Node <K,V> n = table[hash(k)];

22 return n.getValue ();

23 }

24 class Node <M,N> ... {

25 M key;

26 N value;

27 Node(M k, N v, ...) {

28 key = k;

29 value = v;

30 }

31 public final M getKey () {

32 return key;

33 }

34 public final N getValue () {

35 return value;

36 }

37 }

38 }

Figure 1: Simplified code example from java.util.HashMap.

2.2 A Motivating Example

Let us study context-sensitive pointer analysis with an example

in Figure 1. The example uses generic class java.util.HashMap.

Hereafter, we only discuss the two main stream context-sensitive

variants for object-oriented programs: object-sensitivity and type-

sensitivity.

In the main method, there are two HashMap objects: 𝑂1 (line 2)

and 𝑂2 (line 7). Object 𝑂𝐴 is created and put into 𝑂1 at line 3, then

retrieved back via the get method at line 4. Similarly, object 𝑂𝐵 is

created and put into 𝑂2 at line 8, then retrieved back at line 9. As a

result, the two cast operations (line 5 and 10) will never fail.

The simplified code snippet of HashMap is given in lines 13 - 38.

HashMap stores data in table, an array of Node objects (line 15).

The put method creates a Node object and stores it in table (lines

16-19). The get method retrieves the corresponding Node object

from table, then returns its value via the getValue interface (lines

20-23). Note that the Node class (lines 24-38) is implemented as an

inner generic class, and it is instantiated with the type variables (i.e.,

K and V) of its outer class HashMap when creating a Node object.

k-object sensitivity. In 1-object sensitive analysis (abbreviated

as 1-obj), the receiver object of the call to put/get method at line

3/4 and line 8/9 are 𝑂1 and 𝑂2, respectively. Hence, the call to

put/get methods at different call-sites can be distinguished using

contexts [𝑂1] and [𝑂2]. In put (line 17), with 1-obj analysis, we get

𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂1,n) = {𝑂4} and 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂2,n) = {𝑂4}. Then in the constructor

of Node (lines 27-30), since 𝑂4 is the only one receiver object, we

get 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂4,key) = {"A","B"} and 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂4,value) = {𝑂𝐴,𝑂𝐵}. As a

result, call to 𝑂1.get and 𝑂2.get will return a value pointing to

both 𝑂𝐴 and 𝑂𝐵 , leading to cast-may-fail false alarms at line 5 and

line 10.

The example can only be precisely analyzed when the context

depth is set to more than 1. In put (line 17), with 2-obj analy-

sis, we get 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂1,n) = {(𝑂1,𝑂4)} and 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂2,n) = {(𝑂2,𝑂4)},

where object 𝑂4 is qualified with a heap context. Hence, the con-

structor of class Node (lines 27-30) is analyzed twice with 2 dis-

tinct contexts: [𝑂1,𝑂4] and [𝑂2,𝑂4]. Thus, we can precisely com-

pute the pointer values of key and value as 𝑝𝑡𝑠 ( [𝑂1,𝑂4],key) =

{"A"}, 𝑝𝑡𝑠 ( [𝑂2,𝑂4],key) = {"B"}, 𝑝𝑡𝑠 ( [𝑂1,𝑂4],value) = {𝑂𝐴},

and 𝑝𝑡𝑠 ( [𝑂1,𝑂4],value) = {𝑂𝐵}. Finally, we can correctly ana-

lyze that 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (v1) = {𝑂𝐴} and 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (v2) = {𝑂𝐵}, avoiding false

cast-may-fail alarms.

k-type sensitivity. Type-sensitive analysis is less precise than

object-sensitive analysis. Hence, 1-type analysis cannot distinguish

the pointer values of v1 and v2, yielding same false alarms. More-

over, the standard 2-type analysis cannot distinguish the context in

analyzing the constructor (and other methods) of Node either, since

both 𝑂1 and 𝑂2 have type HashMap (for efficiency, the actual type

parameters of generic-typed local variables are often omitted in the

byte code). The default type-sensitive analysis can be extended with

a simple analysis as illustrated in Section 3.3, to infer the actual

parameters for variables with generic types. Thus, 2-type analysis

can then distinguish the context using the distinct generic types

HashMap<String,A> and HashMap<String,B>.

Discussion. For clarity, we simplify the example in Figure 1 so

that it can be precisely analyzed by a 2-obj analysis. The real im-

plementation of HashMap is much more complicated and may re-

quire a deeper context. Many algorithms and design patterns wrap

generic classes insider other generic classes, which can be precisely

analyzed only with a very deep context. For instance, HashSet is

implemented by encapsulating HashMap and it can only be precisely

analyzed with at least 3-object-sensitivity. Existing work [32, 35]

also summarized numerous scenarios where a deeper context (>=3)

is required. However, since the number of contexts grows exponen-

tially with the depth, it is often infeasible to scale 3-obj analysis to

real-world applications.

2.3 Generic Sensitivity

For generics, the key to ensure precision is to keep the instanti-

ation location, i.e., location instantiating generic type parameters
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1 public static void main(String [] args) {

2 G<A> g = new G<A>(); // O1

3 B b = new B(); // O2

4 g.foo(b);

5 }

6 public class G<T> {

7 public void <E> foo(E e) {

8 M<T> m = new M<T>(); // O3

9 m.bar();

10 M<E> n = new M<E>(); // O4

11 n.bar();

12 }

13 }

14 public class M<K> {

15 public void bar(){ }

16 }

Figure 2: Example of generics.

with concrete types, as part of context. As such, distinct pointer

values flow into/from generic methods and generic objects can be

effectively identified. In our example in Figure 1, line 2 and line 7 in-

stantiate the generic class HashMap with actual types. Those actual

types are passed as type variables of HashMap to instantiate Node

at line 17. Hence, the corresponding location (𝑂1 and𝑂2) should be

regarded as the context in analyzing methods of class Node. As a

result, with 1-object-sensitivity, we can compute the same precise

result as 2-obj analysis: 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂1,key) = {"A"}, 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂2,key) = {"B"},

𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂1,value) = {𝑂𝐴}, and 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑂1,value) = {𝑂𝐵}.

For the example in Figure 1, an omitting-generics approach may

work by simply omitting all invocation contexts within generic

classes. However, this approach does not work for generic methods.

As shown in Figure 2, the generic method foo (with type parameter

E) is defined in generic class G (lines 6 - 13) with type parameter

T. At line 8, we create a new generic object with type variable T,

whose actual type is instantiated at line 2. Hence, we should pick

𝑂1 as the context in analyzing the method call m.bar at line 9. On

the other hand, line 10 instantiates the generic class M with type

variable E. The instantiate location of E, i.e., 𝑂2 at line 3, will be

picked as the context in analyzing the method call n.bar at line 11.

However, the straight forward omit-generics approach will use 𝑂1

as the context instead.

To effectively analyze the above example, we need to precisely

identify the actual instantiation location of type variables under

different contexts. This may require a context-sensitive pointer

analysis to compute.

3 GENERIC SENSITIVE POINTER ANALYSIS

In our approach, we precisely track propagation of type variables

by augmenting context with generic instantiation locations, which

are efficiently updated context-sensitively during the analysis.

3.1 Context Customization

The traditional context 𝑐 is extended to a tuple ⟨𝑐,𝐺⟩, where 𝐺

records all instantiation sites for available type variables. For non

With Actual Type Arguments Without Actual Type Arguments

1 class C {

2 void foo() {

3 Set <A> s =

4 new HashSet <>();

5 }

6 }

1 class C {

2 Set foo() {

3 Set s =

4 new HashSet ();

5 s.add(new A();)

6 return s;

7 }

8 }

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Generic instatiation in Java.

generic-related methods, 𝐺 is ∅. The size of 𝐺 is bounded to the

number of available type variables.

For object-sensitive analysis,𝐺 maps a type variable to its instan-

tiate location (more precisely, to the object created at the instantiate

location). For type-sensitive analysis, 𝐺 maps a type variable to

its instantiated concrete type. In Java, developers can instantiate

a generic class with explicit types (Figure 3(a)), or without giving

any actual type arguments. In the later case, the generic class is

by default instantiated with type Object. For instance, in Figure 3

(b), s is created at line 3 with type HashSet<Object>. At line 5, an

object with type A is firstly created and implicitly cast to Object,

before it is put in s.

Since type-sensitive analysis relies on concrete type information,

it will fail to distinguish different contexts when generic classes

are instantiated without giving actual type parameters, leading to

imprecise results. We can employ a precise inter-procedural pre-

analysis to infer actual type arguments of generics as [7, 11, 50].

However, the cost of such a pre-analysis may offset the benefits

brought bymore precise type information. Hence, we apply a simple

analysis to infer actual instantiated types of a generic object by

examining its local usages, as follows.

Definition 3.1. Type parameter inference: if generic object 𝑂

instantiating generic class with formal type parameter 𝑇 does not

escape its declared scope and all its usages of 𝑇 can be resolved

to type 𝐶 , we can safely regard 𝐶 as the actual type parameter

instantiating 𝑇 .

We perform a simple conservative escape analysis where a vari-

able escapes a scope if 1) it is accessible outside the scope, 2) it

returns from the scope, or 3) it is stored to another escaping vari-

able. As in Figure 3(b), if s is not returned (i.e., does not escape its

declared scope foo), we can infer that s instantiates HashSet with

type A, i.e., s has type HashSet<A>.

Finally, if we fail to resolve the actual type parameters instanti-

ating a generic class, we use the instantiation location as a pseudo

type. In the example Figure 3 (b), a pseudo type 𝑇3 is introduced to

instantiate s, i.e., the statement at line 3 is regarded as Set<𝑇3> s =

new HashSet() in our analysis. As such, we are effectively apply-

ing object-sensitivity in analyzing generics since each instantiation

location is regarded as a distinct type.
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Kind Statements

New 𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝐶 ⟨T : 𝐴⟩

Assign 𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑦;

Load 𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑦.𝑓 ;

Store 𝑙 : 𝑥.𝑓 = 𝑦;

Call 𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑣0 .𝑚
′ ⟨T : 𝐴⟩ (𝑣1)

Figure 4: Five types of statements analyzed by context-

sensitive pointer analyses.

3.2 Formalization

Without loss of generality, we consider a simplified subset of Java,

with five types of labeled statements in Figure 4. We write "𝑥 =

𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝐶 ⟨T : 𝐴⟩" for object allocation. If 𝐶 is a generic class, T is

its formal type parameter, and 𝐴 is the actual type parameter in-

stantiating T . Otherwise, both T and 𝐴 is 𝑁𝑖𝑙 . Similarly, a generic

method call "𝑥 = 𝑣0 .𝑚
′ ⟨T : 𝐴⟩ (𝑣1)" instantiates its formal type

parameter T with actual type parameter 𝐴. Both T and 𝐴 are 𝑁𝑖𝑙

for non-generic method invocations. For clarity, our formalization

considers NEW and Call statements with one type parameter only.

The general forms of NEW and Call statements with multiple pa-

rameters can be analyzed in the same fashion.

The statement "x = new C(...)" in Java is modeled as "x = new C;

x.<init>(...)", where <init>() is the corresponding constructor in-

voked. Control flow statements are irrelevant for context-sensitive

flow-insensitive analysis hence skipped. Accesses to array elements

are modeled by collapsing all the elements into a special field of

the array. In addition, every method is assumed to return via the

variable 𝑟𝑒𝑡 . Since we formalize a method call with only one actual

parameter, each method also has only one formal parameter 𝑝 .

Given a program, letM, F,H,V,L,T be its sets of methods, fields,

allocation sites, local variables, statement labels and types, respec-

tively. We use the symbol C for the universe of contexts. The fol-

lowing auxiliary functions are used in our rules:

• methodOf: L ↦→ M

• methodCtx :M ↦→ ℘(C)

• dispatch :M × H ↦→ M

• pts : (V
⋃
H × F) × C ↦→ ℘(H × C)

• typeOf : V ↦→ T

where methodOf gives the containing method of a statement,

methodCtx maintains the contexts used for analyzing a method,

dispatch resolves a call to a target method, pts records the context-

sensitive points-to information for a variable or field, and typeOf

returns the declared type of a variable.

Given a list of context element 𝑐 = [𝑒𝑛, ..., 𝑒1] and a context

element 𝑒 , we use the notation 𝑒 ++𝑐 for [𝑒, 𝑒𝑛, ..., 𝑒1] and 𝑐𝑘 for

[𝑒𝑘 , ..., 𝑒1] where 𝑘 < 𝑛.

3.2.1 Customizing Object Sensitivity. Let G := T ↦→ H maps a type

variable T ∈ T to an allocation site 𝑂𝑙 ∈ H (identified by label 𝑙).

The universe context is C = H
∗ × G. We define the following two

functions:

Update(𝐺,T , 𝐴,𝑂𝑙 ) =




∅ T ≡ 𝑁𝑖𝑙

[T → 𝑂𝑙 ] T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙 ∧𝐴 ∉ 𝐺

[T → 𝐺 (𝐴)] T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙 ∧𝐴 ∈ 𝐺

𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝐶 ⟨T : 𝐴⟩ 𝑚 = methodOf(𝑙)

𝑐𝑡𝑥 = ⟨𝑐,𝐺 ⟩ ∈ methodCtx(𝑚)

𝐺′
= Update(𝐺, T, 𝐴,𝑂𝑙 ) ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥 = ⟨𝑐𝑘−1,𝐺

′⟩

(𝑂𝑙 , ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ∈ pts(𝑥, 𝑐𝑡𝑥 )

[New]

𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑦 𝑚 = methodOf(𝑙) 𝑐𝑡𝑥 ∈ methodCtx(𝑚)

pts(𝑦, 𝑐𝑡𝑥) ⊆ pts(𝑥, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)
[Assign]

𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑦.𝑓 𝑚 = methodOf(𝑙)

𝑐𝑡𝑥 ∈ methodCtx(𝑚) (𝑂,ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ∈ pts(𝑦, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)

pts(𝑂.𝑓 ,ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ⊆ pts(𝑥, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)

[Load]

𝑙 : 𝑥.𝑓 = 𝑦 𝑚 = methodOf(𝑙)

𝑐𝑡𝑥 ∈ methodCtx(𝑚) (𝑂,ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ∈ pts(𝑥, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)

pts(𝑦, 𝑐𝑡𝑥) ⊆ pts(𝑂.𝑓 ,ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥)

[Store]

𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑎0 .𝑓 ⟨T : 𝐴⟩ (𝑎1) 𝑚 = methodOf(𝑙)

𝑐𝑡𝑥 =< 𝑐𝑚,𝐺𝑚 >∈ methodCtx(𝑚)

(𝑂0, ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ∈ pts(𝑎0, 𝑐𝑡𝑥) (𝑂1,−) ∈ pts(𝑎1, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)

ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥 =< 𝑐,𝐺 > 𝐺′
= Append(𝐺,𝐺𝑚, T, 𝐴,𝑂1)

𝑐𝑡𝑥′ = ⟨𝑂0 ++𝑐,𝐺
′⟩ 𝑚′

= dispatch(𝑓 ,𝑂0)

𝑐𝑡𝑥′ ∈ methodCtx(𝑚′) (𝑂0, ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ∈ pts(𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑚
′
, 𝑐𝑡𝑥′)

pts(𝑎1, 𝑐𝑡𝑥) ⊆ pts(𝑝𝑚
′
, 𝑐𝑡𝑥′)

pts(𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑚
′
, 𝑐𝑡𝑥′) ⊆ pts(𝑥, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)

[Call]

Figure 5: Rules for k-Obj analysis with generic customization.

Append(𝐺,𝐺1,T , 𝐴,𝑂𝑙 ) =




𝐺 T ≡ 𝑁𝑖𝑙

𝐺 ⊎ [T → 𝑂𝑙 ] T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙∧

𝐴 ∉ 𝐺 ⊎𝐺1

𝐺 ⊎ [T → 𝐺 ⊎𝐺1 (𝐴)] T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙∧

𝐴 ∈ 𝐺 ⊎𝐺1

where the function 𝐺 (𝐴) looks up the mapped allocation site of

type variable 𝐴.

The two functions are used to update 𝐺 for NEW and CALL

statements. Figure 5 gives the five rules for analyzing the five kind

of statements in Figure 4. Except for [New] and [Call], the other 3

rules are same as standard k-obj analysis.

In [New], 𝑂𝑙 ∈ H is an abstract heap object created from the

allocation site at 𝑙 , identified by its heap context ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥 . Given the

method context 𝑐𝑡𝑥 = ⟨𝑐,𝐺⟩, 𝑂𝑙 ’s heap context ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥 is constructed

as ⟨𝑐𝑘−1,𝐺
′⟩, where 𝑐𝑘−1 selects the first𝑘−1 context elements from

𝑐 as in standard k-obj analysis and 𝐺 ′ is updated by the Update

function, as follows.

• If 𝑂𝑙 is a non-generic object, i.e., formal type parameter T

is 𝑁𝑖𝑙 , 𝐺 ′ is set to ∅. Thus, method calls with non-generic

objects as their receiver objects are analyzed same as in

standard object-sensitive analysis.

• If𝑂𝑙 is intantiated with a concrete type, i.e., T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙∧𝐴 ∉ 𝐺 ,

𝐺 ′ is set to [T ↦→ 𝑂𝑙 ]. As a result, the instantiate location

𝑙 is regarded as part of context in analyzing a method call

with 𝑂𝑙 being a receiver object.

• At last, if 𝑂𝑙 is instantiated with a type variable, i.e., T ≠

𝑁𝑖𝑙 ∧ 𝐴 ∈ 𝐺 , we identify the actual instantiate location of

𝐴 by looking up the context of 𝑙 ’s containing method. 𝐺 ′ is

updated to [T ↦→ 𝐺 (𝐴)], enforcing that the actual generic

instantiation location is always part of the context.

Note that the Update function does not preserve existing map-

ping of type variables in 𝐺 . Since those type variables are invisible
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in analyzing method calls where 𝑂𝑙 is the receiver object, there is

little benefit to preserve them in the heap context of 𝑂𝑙 .

In [Call], a call to an instance method 𝑥 = 𝑎0 .𝑓 ⟨T : 𝐴⟩ is ana-

lyzed. Let𝑚′ be a resolved targetmethod, wewrite 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑚
′
, 𝑝𝑚

′
, 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑚

′

for the "this" variable, parameter, and return variable of𝑚′, re-

spectively. Let 𝑂0 be a receiver object of the method call with heap

context ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥 =< 𝑐,𝐺 > and let 𝑐𝑡𝑥 = ⟨𝑐𝑚,𝐺𝑚⟩ be a context of𝑚.

Similar to [New], a context 𝑐𝑡𝑥 ′ = ⟨𝑂0 ++𝑐,𝐺
′⟩ is constructed in

analyzing𝑚′, where 𝑂0 ++𝑐 appends the receiver object 𝑂0 with

𝑂0’s heap context in a standard manner and 𝐺 ′ is updated by the

Append function, as follows.

• If 𝑓 is a non-generic call, i.e., T ≡ 𝑁𝑖𝑙 ,𝐺 remains unchanged.

• If 𝑓 is a generic call instantiated with a concrete type, i.e.,

T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙 ∧ 𝐴 ∉ 𝐺 ⊎ 𝐺𝑚 , 𝐺 ′ is updated by adding the new

mapping T ↦→ 𝑂𝑙 to 𝐺 .

• If 𝑓 is a generic call instantiated with a type variable, i.e.,

T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙 ∧𝐴 ∈ 𝐺 ⊎𝐺𝑚 , 𝐺 ′ is updated by introducing to 𝐺

a mapping: from T to its actual instantiate site 𝐺 ⊎𝐺𝑚 (𝐴).

Note that available type variables can be propagated from

the receiver object (in which case 𝐴 ∈ 𝐺), or from the caller

method (in which case 𝐴 ∈ 𝐺𝑚).

One may wonder whether the same type variable 𝐴 may exists in

both𝐺 and𝐺𝑚 . In that case, by construction,𝐴 must be introduced

at the allocation site of generic object 𝑂0, by the Update function.

Such information may be further propagated to contexts of method

𝑚. In that case, both 𝐺 (𝐴) and 𝐺𝑚 (𝐴) are resolved to the same

location instantiating 𝐴.

In the conclusion of the rule, 𝑐𝑡𝑥 ′ ∈ methodCtx(𝑚′) shows

how the context of a method are introduced. Initially, we have

methodCtx(main)={⟨[], ∅⟩}.

Let us revisit the example in Figure 2. A generic object 𝑂1 is cre-

ated at line 2. Hence, we have (𝑂1, ⟨[],𝑇 ↦→ 𝑂1⟩) ∈ 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑔, ⟨[], ∅⟩)

([New]). Line 4 invokes the generic method foo<E> where𝑂1 is the

receiver object and𝑂2 is the actual parameter, i.e., g.foo<E:B>(b).

Hence, we analyze the target method foo with an updated context

⟨[𝑂1], [𝑇 ↦→ 𝑂1, 𝐸 ↦→ 𝑂2])⟩ ([Call]). In foo, the object created at

line 8 (𝑂3) is instantiated with type variable T. Hence, it has the

updated heap context ⟨[𝑂1], K ↦→ 𝑂1⟩. Similarly, 𝑂4 at line 10 has

the heap context ⟨[𝑂1], K ↦→ 𝑂2⟩. The two method call at line 9

and 10 are then analyzed with distinct contexts. To summarize, 𝐺

always maps an available type variable to its actual instantiation

location, to encode actual instantiation location of generics as part

of context.

3.2.2 Customizing Type Sensitivity. . For type-sensitive analysis,

G := T ↦→ T maps a type variable T ∈ T to an actual type 𝑇 ∈ T.

The Update and Append functions are defined as follows.

Update(𝐺,T , 𝐴) =




∅ T ≡ 𝑁𝑖𝑙

[T → 𝐴] T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙 ∧𝐴 ∉ 𝐺

[T → 𝐺 (𝐴)] T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙 ∧𝐴 ∈ 𝐺

Append(𝐺,𝐺1,T , 𝐴) =




𝐺 T ≡ 𝑁𝑖𝑙

𝐺 ⊎ [T → 𝐴] T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙∧

𝐴 ∉ 𝐺 ⊎𝐺1

𝐺 ⊎ [T → 𝐺 ⊎𝐺1 (𝐴)] T ≠ 𝑁𝑖𝑙∧

𝐴 ∈ 𝐺 ⊎𝐺1

𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝐶 ⟨T : 𝐴⟩ 𝑚 = methodOf(𝑙)

𝑐𝑡𝑥 = ⟨𝑐,𝐺 ⟩ ∈ methodCtx(𝑚)

𝐺′
= Update(𝐺, T, 𝐴) ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥 = ⟨[𝑐 ]𝑘−1,𝐺

′⟩

(𝑂𝑙 , ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ∈ pts(𝑥, 𝑐𝑡𝑥 )

[New]

𝑙 : 𝑥 = 𝑎0 .𝑓 ⟨T : 𝐴⟩ (𝑎1) 𝑚 = methodOf(𝑙)

𝑐𝑡𝑥 =< 𝑐𝑚,𝐺𝑚 >∈ methodCtx(𝑚)

(𝑂0, ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ∈ pts(𝑎0, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)

ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥 =< 𝑐,𝐺 > 𝐺′
= Append(𝐺,𝐺𝑚, T, 𝐴)

𝑐𝑡𝑥′ = ⟨typeOf(𝑂0) ++𝑐,𝐺
′⟩ 𝑚′

= dispatch(𝑓 ,𝑂0)

𝑐𝑡𝑥′ ∈ methodCtx(𝑚′) (𝑂0, ℎ𝑐𝑡𝑥) ∈ pts(𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑚
′
, 𝑐𝑡𝑥′)

pts(𝑎1, 𝑐𝑡𝑥) ⊆ pts(𝑝𝑚
′
, 𝑐𝑡𝑥′)

pts(𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑚
′
, 𝑐𝑡𝑥′) ⊆ pts(𝑥, 𝑐𝑡𝑥)

[Call]

Figure 6: K-type analysis with generic customization.

Compared to object-sensitivity, the object allocation site is not used

by the two functions.

Figure 6 gives the k-type analysis rules with generic customiza-

tion. We only list [New] and [Call], since the other 3 rules are

same as in Figure 5. Compared to object-sensitivity, types of receiver

objects, instead of allocation sites, are picked as context elements.

Let us study the example in Figure 2 again. A generic object

𝑂1 is instantiated with actual type A at line 2. Hence, we have

(𝑂1, ⟨[],𝑇 ↦→ A⟩) ∈ 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑔, ⟨[], ∅⟩) ([New]). At line 4, we have the

generic method call g.foo<E:B>(b)where𝑂1 is the receiver object.

Since𝑂1 has the declared type G, we analyze the target method foo

with an updated context ⟨[G], [𝑇 ↦→ A, 𝐸 ↦→ 𝐵])⟩ ([Call]). In foo,

the object created at line 8 (𝑂3) is instantiated with type variable T.

Hence, it has the updated heap context ⟨[G], K ↦→ A⟩. Similarly, 𝑂4

at line 10 has the heap context ⟨[G], K ↦→ B⟩. Finally, the method

bar is analyzed under two contexts ⟨[M], K ↦→ A⟩ and ⟨[M], K ↦→ B⟩.

It is worth noting that in our extended type analysis, the generic

type and the recorded actual instantiated types form the complete

instantiated type signatures for generics.

3.3 Implementation

We have implemented our generic customization scheme in WALA

and applied it to several pointer analysis variants: object-sensitive

analysis, type-sensitive analysis, and insensitive analysis. There

is a default implementation of k-obj analysis inWALA. However,

instead of setting the heap context depth to k-1, it sets both method

context and heap context to the same depth k. Hence, we revised

the default implementation to be consistent with the standard k-obj

definition [37, 38, 43]. We also implemented inWALA a new k-type

analysis according to its original definition [43].

Sometimes, generic instantiation information may be optimized

out in Java byte-code. For instance, Java tends to optimize out

the actual instantiation type of a local variable if it is assigned

from another generic typed variable. Hence, we apply simple type

inference based on the rule that the lhs and rhs of an assignment

must have identical generic types.

Following previous works [32, 33, 35], we use JDK1.6 (1.6.0_30) to

analyze our benchmarks. We disable the exclusion option inWALA

which can exclude some packages of JDK because those packages

in the exclusion are wildly used in all benchmarks. For native code,

we use the summaries provided byWALA. We disable the reflection
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Table 1: Number of generic object allocations (abbreviated

as GC) and generic method invocations (GM). #S is the number

of instantiate locations, and #A is the number of actual type

arguments.

Programs

Application JDK

GC GM GC GM

#S(#A) #S(#A) #S(#A) #S(#A)

antlr 21(37) 1(1) 503(701) 262(397)

bloat 304(376) 8(8) 342(472) 217(348)

chart 198(277) 39(39) 532(741) 280(420)

eclipse 74(97) 32(32) 349(479) 222(353)

fop 128(195) 4(4) 586(810) 293(431)

hsqldb 102(126) 4(4) 626(851) 342(483)

jython 101(138) 5(5) 346(476) 221(352)

luindex 54(70) 8(8) 452(620) 254(399)

lusearch 54(70) 8(8) 452(620) 254(399)

pmd 187(249) 9(9) 590(810) 308(445)

xalan 35(56) 1(1) 348(482) 217(348)

antlr4 345(450) 1,213(1,225) 610(846) 324(466)

byte-buddy 342(430) 257(261) 380(523) 244(376)

findbugs 455(617) 93(102) 570(794) 295(432)

javassist 60(74) 13(13) 341(470) 218(349)

jflex 21(28) 0(0) 509(704) 265(400)

junit 46(52) 55(56) 393(537) 251(383)

modelmapper 335(416) 206(210) 379(522) 244(376)

Figure 7: Percentages of generic object allocations with actual

types. WA is with actual types, NA is without actual types,

WA-JDK and NA-JDK are generic object allocations in JDK

with or without actual types.

option in WALA since it fails to analyze most benchmarks even

with insensitive pointer analysis.

4 EVALUATION

We evaluate generic sensitive pointer analysis by applying and

comparing our context customization schemes to an array of pointer

analyses at different precision. In total, there are 11 variants of

pointer analyses. For illustration, we mainly compare 2 groups of

them in this section: object-sensitive group (GenO, 1-Obj, Gen+1-Obj,

2-Obj) and type-sensitive group (GenT, 1-type, Gen+1-type, 2-type).

Hereafter, we use GenT as the customization scheme for type-

sensitivity and GenO as the customization scheme for object-sensitivity.

By default, GenT and GenO are our context customization schemes

applied to the insensitive Andersen’s analysis [1]. In this case, only

generic objects/methods are analyzed context-sensitively. The nota-

tion Gen+k-obj represents the GenO scheme applied to k-obj analy-

sis, and Gen+k-type represents the GenT scheme applied to k-type

analysis.

We evaluate the 18 Benchmarks in Table 1, including the popular

Dacapo suite (top half of the table) and 7 popular open source

programs (bottom half of the table). All experiments are conducted

on an Intel Core(TM) i5-10210U laptop (1.6GHz) with 40 GB of

RAM, running Unbuntu 20.04.01. As in previous work [23, 32, 33],

the JDK version is JDK6 (1.6.0_30) and we set a time budget of 90

minutes in analyzing each benchmark. We run each benchmark 5

times and report the average analysis time of the 5 runs.

Our evaluation answers the following research questions:

• RQ1. How extensive is generics used in real-world applica-

tions?

• RQ2. Can generic-sensitivity improve precision over existing

context-sensitive approaches?

• RQ3. Can generic-sensitivity improve efficiency over existing

context-sensitive approaches?

• RQ4. Does generic-sensitivity offer a better trade-off than

standard context-sensitive analyses?

4.1 RQ1. Generic Usages

Table 1 summarizes the generic usages in each benchmark. We

separate the usages in application code with those in JDK libraries

which are transitively invoked by applications. As shown in Ta-

ble 1, there are extensive usages of generics: findbugs has the

largest number of generic object allocations (455) and antlr4 has

the largest number of generic method invocations (1,213). Although

some application, e.g., antlr, uses generics infrequently. Its under-

lying JDK library makes extensive usages of generics, suggesting

the necessity of an optimized context-sensitive pointer analysis

targeting generics.

Figure 7 depicts the percentages of generic usages with actual

type arguments, including those usages where our simple con-

servative type inference analysis (Section 3) can infer actual type

arguments. The number of actual types inferred is small. As shown

in Figure 7, the percentages are quite low for Dacapo Benchmarks.

The reason is that Dacapo is released only a few years after gener-

ics being introduced into Java, and many Java applications at that

time did not use the new generic feature (i.e., instantiating generics

with actual type parameters). The percentage is much higher (>%70)

for the 7 open-source applications, showing that new applications

commonly use modern generic features supported by the language.

Comparing antlr4 to its earlier version antlr, there are much

more generic usages in antlr4, confirming that Java generics is

widely adopted in modern Java applications.

Discussion. Generics is extensively used in modern Java applica-

tions and the underlying JDK library, suggesting the necessity to

develop customized context-sensitive pointer analysis for generics.

4.2 RQ2. Precision

Following [35, 47, 49], wemeasure the precision of context-sensitive

analyses using the four metrics: #call-edges (number of call graph
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#cast-may-fail #cast-may-fail

#poly-call #poly-call

#reach-methods #reach-methods

#call-edges #call-edges

Figure 8: Precision metrics, the lower the better. Those timeout cases are outlined with cross.
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Figure 9: Performance of object sensitive group.

Figure 10: Performance of type sensitive group.

edges), #reach-methods (number of reachable methods), #poly-call

(number of polymorhpic calls discovered), and #cast-may-fail (num-

ber of cast operations that may fail). As their names suggest, these

metrics are obtained by different client applications of context-

sensitive pointer analyses. All client applications are sound. Hence,

for all the metrics, lower is better.

Since our approach introduces extra context-elements on top

of standard k-obj or k-type analyses, Gen+k-obj (Gen+k-type) is

always more precise than k-obj (k-type) analysis. Figure 8 compares

precision metrics in 2 groups: object-sensitive group (GenO, 1-Obj,

Gen+1-Obj, 2-Obj) and type-sensitive group (GenT, 1-type, Gen+1-

type, 2-type). The left half of Figure 8 shows results for object-

sensitive group, and results of type-sensitive group are given in the

right half.

Under the given 90 minutes budget, 2-Obj analysis fails to pro-

cess the 5 benchmarks: bloat, jython, antlr4, byte-buddy, and

modelmaper. Both 1-obj and 2-type analyses timeout on antlr4.

Those timeout cases are outlined with crosses in Figure 8.

Object-sensitive group. GenO, where only generic objects and

methods are analyzed context-sensitively, is noticeably more pre-

cise than 1-obj for all metrics across all benchmarks. 2-Obj is more

precise than GenO in those benchmarks that it runs to finish: for

#cast-may-fail, #poly-call, #reach-methods, and #call-edge, the ra-

tio of the number reported by GenO against that reported by 2-

obj is 120.34%, 109.65%, 101.14%, and 103.53%, respectively. Gen+1-

obj successfully analyzes all benchmarks without timeouts, and

it achieves slightly better precision than 2-Obj, reporting 97.87%,

101.85%, 99.92%, and 100.10% of the number reported by 2-Obj for

the 4 metrics, respectively.

Type-sensitive group. Gen+1-type is by far the most precise vari-

ant in the group, reporting 59.1%, 92.7%, 97.3%, and 92.1% of the

number reported by 2-type for the above 4 metrics, respectively.

Surprisingly, GenT also achieves better precision than than 2-type,

reporting 72.98%, 96.81%, 98.27%, and 94.90% of the number reported

by 2-type, respectively.

Discussion. Generic sensitivity can significantly improve preci-

sion for both object-sensitivity and type-sensitivity: a Gen+k-Obj

analysis can achieve similar or better precision as a k+1-obj analysis.

For type-sensitivity, the precision gains are even more significant

with GenT outperforming 2-type analysis in precision.

4.3 RQ3. Performance

Figure 9 and Figure 10 compare analysis times for the object-sensitive

group and type-sensitive group, where analysis times are nor-

malized to the context-insensitive analysis (CI). As shown in Fig-

ure 9, 2-Obj timeouts for 5 benchmarks: bloat, jython, antlr4,

byte-buddy and modelmapper. Comparing Gen+1-obj to 1-obj, Gen+

1-obj achieves an average speed up of 1.8 ×, despite the fact that

it is much more precise. Compared to 2-obj with similar precision,

Gen+1-obj achieves a speed up of 62 × for chart, with an average

speed up of 12.6 × for the 13 applications that 2-obj run to comple-

tion. Similarly, in Figure 10, Gen+1-type also achieves noticeably

better performance than 1-type, with an average performance im-

provement of 20%.

Discussion. Although Gen+k-obj (Gen+k-type) introduces extra

context elements to k-obj (k-type) analysis, the performance gain

brought by more precise results can often compensate for the cost

of introduced extra context elements. As an evidence, the 2 generic

sensitive approaches Gen+1-obj and Gen+1-type outperforms 1-obj

and 1-type, respectively.

4.4 RQ4. Precision and Performance Trade-off

Figure 11 depicts the performance and precision spectrum for an

array of 11 pointer analysis variants. The figure plots precision

in #reach-methods metric (with other precision metrics showing

similar results) against analysis time over a set of 9 benchmarks in

Dacapo. The other 2 benchmarks, bloat and jython, are not in-

cluded in the graph since both 2-obj analysis and Gen+2-obj analysis

fail to analyze them.

In Figure 11, lower numbers are better on both axes. Hence,

analyses in the bottom left corner are superior in both precision

and performance. As shown in the graph, the 3 variants Gen+1-

obj, Gen+1-type, and Gen+2-type achieve overall best trade-offs

between precision and performance. The most precise analysis

is Gen+2-obj. However, its performance is similar to 2-Obj and
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Figure 11: Precision(#reach-methods)/Performance spectrum for DaCapo benchmarks. Lower is better along both axes.

both are significantly slower than the other variants. For #reach-

methods, Gen+2-type achieves similar precision to Gen+2-obj, with

significant performance improvements. Let us compare Gen+1-obj

with 2-Obj, Gen+1-obj is much faster and it is also more precise than

2-obj for all benchmarks, except for hsqldb. Between Gen+1-type

and Gen+1-obj, Gen+1-type is slightly faster for all benchmarks but

incur significant precision loss for luindex.

Discussion. Generic sensitivity offers a good solution in bal-

ancing precision and performance. The three variants Gen+1-obj,

Gen+1-type, and Gen+2-type achieve overall best precision and per-

formance trade-offs.
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5 RELATED WORK

Context-sensitive pointer analysis for Java has been extensively

studied in the literature. There are three mainstream variants of

context sensitivity:k-object sensitivity, k-type sensitivity and k-

call-site sensitivity. In addition to the above three variants, the

work [23] proposes a hybrid approach which applies object sen-

sitivity to instance method invocations and call-site sensitivity to

static method invocations. The hybrid approach is superior to pure

object-sensitivity since static methods don’t have receiver objects.

Jonas andWelf [36] use the points-to set of receiver object to approx-

imate a context [36]. In [39], the cartesian product of the points-to

sets of all arguments (including this) are used to symbolically rep-

resent a context. Our generic customization scheme can be adapted

to the above context-sensitive variants as well.

Selective context-sensitivity has gained much attention recently

since if may offer a better trade-off between precision and effi-

ciency, where methods can be analyzed with different context ele-

ments and depths. Researchers have applied manually-selected met-

rics and heuristics [14, 44, 52], or learning-based approaches [19ś

22] to selectively analyze a subset of methods context-sensitivity.

Scaler [33] determines whether to analyze a method context-

sensitively or not based on an estimation of its potential mem-

ory consumption. Zipper [32] introduces 3 kinds of value-flow

patterns to identify precision critical methods, and those patterns

can be computed by solving a graph reachablility problem on a

precision flow graph. Zipper achieves significant performance im-

provements, but does not guarantee precision. Eagle [35] performs

a CFL-reachability-based pre-analysis to enable selective context-

sensitivity in k-obj, while guaranteeing precision. Turner [16]

finds a sweet spot between Zipper and Eagle, which enables k-obj

analysis to run significantly faster than Eaglewhile achieve notably

better precision than Zipper. CONCH finds context-dependent ob-

jects, avoiding contexts bloating. Baton [47] proposes a Unit-Relay

framework by collectively integrating different context selectors.

Instead of selecting which methods to be context-sensitive ana-

lyzed, Bean [48] makes k-obj sensitive analysis more precise by

skipping those unhelpful context elements. In [49], Tan et al. apply

a pre-analysis to selectively apply type-based abstractions to heap

objects, provided that such approximation does not affect the preci-

sion of type-based clients, e.g., call graph construction. Compared

to the above selective sensitive approaches, we propose a context

customization scheme targeting generics and our approach can be

applied together with the above optimization techniques, to further

improve performance and efficiency.

There have been numerous approaches leveraging efficient data

structure implementation to scale context-sensitive pointer anal-

ysis, e.g., using bit vectors or bit sets [4, 26], using binary deci-

sion diagrams (BDDs) [24, 25, 53], using geometric encoding tech-

niques [54], or graph systems [51]. The work [2, 9] investigated

on how to manually model semantics of data structures, to effec-

tively speed up an analysis by omitting their complicated imple-

mentation details. Compared to the above approaches, we target

a different problem on how to effectively analyze generics in a

context-sensitive manner and our approach can also benefit from

the above optimization techniques.

6 CONCLUSION

We introduce generic-sensitive pointer analysis, a new context

customization scheme designed for generics. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first context-sensitive pointer analysis target-

ing generics. We design our context customization scheme based

on the observation that generic instantiate location is key con-

text elements, and apply generic customization to two mainstream

context-sensitive variants: object sensitivity and type sensitive. Ex-

perimental results demonstrate that generic context customization

can significantly improve performance and precision: a Gen+1-obj

analysis can achieve overall better precision than 2-obj analysis,

with a better performance than 1-obj analysis. The average speedup

over 1-obj analysis is 1.8×, and is 12.6× (up to 62 × for chart) over

2-obj analysis.

7 DATA-AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

The tool is available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.20486556.

v2 [28].
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